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What is Web3Frontier?

Web3Frontier is a fantastic web3 social network that allows creators

to seamlessly integrate crypto assets into their social applications,

giving users the power to truly own their digital identity, content,

and interactions.

The early internet aimed to provide free information exchange

without being controlled by one company or platform. Web 1.0 was

read-only and allowed users to search for information.

Web2 evolved the internet from read-only to read-write, allowing

users to contribute content and communicate with others. However,

a small group of profit-driven corporations has gained control over

how people communicate, create content, share information, and

host their online identities and social data.

Despite social networking enabling unprecedented levels of

communication, the ecosystem is plagued by mistrust, inequitable

participation, and a restricted digital experience. Today, the

pervasive centralization of social connection data results in



inefficiencies and inequities which hinder the internet's early

promise of connecting the world.

At Web3Frontier, our team is pioneering new web3 social primitives

that give users greater control over their digital identities, and

enable creators to create innovative bonding connections with

users. By leveraging blockchain technology, we provide users with

ownership of their identity, content, and social data, resulting in

deeper interactive activities.

In web3, private keys/seed phrases and cryptographic signatures

are used for authentication instead of usernames and passwords as

in Web2. However, this has proved to be a challenge for many users.

To address this, Web3Frontier has created a non-custodial smart

contract wallet that provides a great social experience without the

need to worry about seeds or gas.

Core Pros

Social + crypto, made easy

We are proud to present a friendly social media platform that is

powered by a cutting-edge crypto infrastructure. The platform is

designed to provide a seamless experience for users, allowing them



to participate in ‘walletless’ airdrops, tipping, gating, and many

other exciting features. With our platform, you can easily connect

with your friends, family, and other users from around the world,

share your thoughts, ideas, and experiences, and engage in

meaningful conversations. Our crypto infrastructure ensures that

your transactions are secure, transparent, and fast, allowing you to

enjoy all the benefits of blockchain technology without any of the

hassles. Whether you are a seasoned crypto enthusiast or a

newcomer to the space, our platform has something for everyone.

Built by and for the community

Our social platform is designed to be guided by our users, giving them the

power to build decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) and

self-governed communities with ease. Our platform is not just an ordinary

social media platform, but a powerful tool that empowers users to create,

collaborate, and share their ideas. By utilizing advanced features such as voting

systems, smart contracts, and blockchain technology, our platform ensures

transparency and fairness for all members of the community. With our

platform, users can take control of their online interactions and build the

communities they want to see in the world.

Have fun, get rewarded



Creating great content is a fantastic way to get noticed and

establish yourself as an expert in your field. By collaborating with

others, you can take your ideas to the next level and create

something truly unique. Not only will you benefit from the different

perspectives and expertise of your collaborators, but you'll also

have the opportunity to earn crypto rewards.

FOR USERS

Web3Frontier makes crypto as friendly and easy as social media.

Access the bleeding-edge of Web3 with the familiarity and

ease-of-use of Web2.

Discover Portals

A great way to get involved in the world of Web3 is to join and

participate in unique online communities. These communities offer

a diverse range of perspectives and ideas, and can be a great place

to connect with like-minded individuals who share your interests.

By engaging with these communities, you can gain valuable

insights and knowledge about the latest developments in the Web3

space, and learn about new tools and technologies that can help

you take your digital presence to the next level.



Lazy Wallet Web3

Our platform provides the convenience of sending and receiving

tokens without the need of a traditional ‘wallet’. It's a hassle-free

experience that allows you to focus on what really matters. With

our platform, you can choose to never worry about wallets again or

have the option to enhance your experience by pairing your

account with a wallet.

It’s raining tokens

Creating high-quality content is essential to maximize your

potential earnings from NFTs and fungible token received through

airdrops. By producing unique, engaging, and valuable content, you

increase the likelihood of receiving more airdrops and tips from

your audience. This can help you grow your digital assets portfolio

and establish yourself as a prominent content creator in the crypto

community. Additionally, building a loyal following and engaging

with your community regularly can lead to increased exposure,

collaborations, and potential partnerships with other creators and

businesses. These connections can open up new opportunities and

revenue streams, further boosting your earnings potential.

FOR CREATORS



Web3Frontier enables creators and projects to seamlessly integrate

crypto assets and mechanics into their social media communities.

Gating unique content, rewarding great users and targeting

airdrops builds stronger, more sustainable communities.

NFT gating and DAOs

There are a few ways to enhance your portal and make it more

engaging for users. One option is to tokenize it with a non-fungible

token (NFT), which can add value and authenticity to your portal.

Another possibility is to transform it into a decentralized

autonomous organization (DAO) that is managed and governed by

the community. This can be achieved through a combination of

governance polls and token-based voting rights, giving users a

greater sense of ownership and control over the portal. By

implementing these strategies, you can create a more dynamic and

interactive user experience that will keep your audience engaged

and coming back for more.

Target Airdrops to build strong communities

One effective way to utilize Web3Frontier's social graph is to

identify the most active and valuable contributors and community

members and target airdrops specifically to them. This can help



incentivize continued engagement and participation within the

community, leading to a stronger and more vibrant network overall.

Additionally, by targeting airdrops to these key players,

Web3Frontier can help to foster a sense of loyalty and appreciation

among users, which can further enhance the community's cohesion

and overall success. By taking advantage of the rich data and

insights provided by Web3Frontier's social graph, businesses and

organizations can implement more targeted and effective

strategies for building and growing their communities.

Crypto tech for your community

Web3Frontier offers a wide range of features that leverage the

power of blockchain technology for seamless and secure token

distribution, prize allocation and community rewards. Besides, it

also provides the ability to post and execute smart contracts, as

well as a plethora of exciting games and other interactive

functionalities. These features enable users to experience an

unparalleled level of transparency and decentralization, while also

providing them with the necessary tools to engage with the

Web3Frontier community and maximize their earning potential.

Core Features



Portals, profiles & feeds

Join communities, build a following, discover content.

Airdrops

Receive tokens directly to your profile without ever setting up a

wallet.

NFT gating

Access exclusive content in NFT-gated portals.

Tips

Give and receive tips in a variety of tokens.

DAOs + governance

Participate in governance polls and token-based voting in your

community.

NFT profile pics + galleries

Show off and verify ownership of your NFTs.

ROADMAP

 Phase 1



o Launch NFT galleries for users to showcase and verify

their NFT collections.

o Introduce DAO governance to allow users to participate

in token-based voting and community

decision-making.

 Phase 2

o Expand the tipping feature to include more tokens.

o Improve NFT gating functionality for an even better

user experience.

 Phase 3

o Introduce more customization options for profiles and

portals.

o Launch new airdrops and token rewards for active

users.

 Phase 4

o Roll out new features to make it even easier to join

communities and build a following.

o Explore new ways to enhance the user experience,

including new social features and integrations with

other Web3 platforms.

Tokenomics



W3F has a total supply of 100 million tokens and is the

governance token, allocated as follows:

o Community operations: 20%

o Core development: 10%

o Early contributors: 10%

o Ecological construction: 20%

o Community treasury: 40%

Contact
Website: https://web3frontier.org/

Medium: https://medium.com/@Web3Frontier1

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Web3Frontier1

Telegram: https://t.me/Web3FrontierOrg

Email: hi@web3frontier.org
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